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ABSTRACT 
The set of hounded linear involutions on a complex Banach space 5K is equipped 
with a Banach manifold structure and an affine connection compatible with its 
embedding into 58 (5%). Geodesic lines are characterized. Moreover, if % is a Hilbert 
space and the topology of the self-adjoint part of the manifold is strengthened to be 
compatible with the Hilbert-Schmidt metric, these geodesics are identified as 
minimal arcs between pairs of self-adjoint involutions whose straight line distance is 
less than 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two bounded linear involutions T, and TI on a complex Banach space % 
which satisfy ]I To - Tl[j < 2 (besides T$ = 1 = TF) are similar and he on an 
involution-valued path 
t I+ T, = exp(itW) T,,exp( - itW), O<t<l, (1) 
where W can be defined as (2i)- ‘ln( T,,T,) (see [3, Theorem 11) in terms of 
projectors Ei = f (1 + ZJ, i = 0, 1, and with a change in the sign of W. We can 
call W an oriented angle operator between T, and T,, and view (1) as a 
gradual rotation of To into TI. In terms of vectors, if we start with an x0 from 
the fixed space of T,, (i.e., T,x,= x0) and define x,=exp(itW)x,, then we 
verify that T,x, = x, for all t. The same conclusion holds for fixed points of 
(- T,), which constitute a complementary subspace to the fixed space of T,. 
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The purpose of this paper is to show what distinguishes (1) among other 
possible involution-valued paths connecting To with Tl. To this end, we 
exhibit the set of involutions on % as a Banach submanifold of C~?I (%) 
(except for two isolated points), define a torsion-free connection on it in a 
way compatible with the embedding, and identify (1) as geodesic arcs. Under 
more restrictive conditions, we will be able to show that they are also the 
shortest paths. 
These results translate easily into statements about projectors, for E E 
% (X) is a projector iff 2E - 1 is an involution. 
REMARK 1. An example of a path of involutions from To to T,, different 
in general from (l), is 
(2) 
found in [2, Problem 1.4.131 in a projector form. By modifying the “poor 
man’s path” from [3, Theorem 11, consisting of two straight line segments, it 
is even possible to find a path from To to Tl which is a polynomial of degree 
<3 in t. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
3 (%) is the set of all bounded linear operators on a complex Banach 
space 5%; under the bound norm 
llAll = sup{ llA~ll :xEf% llxll G I>, 
it is a complex Banach algebra whose unit we denote by 1. 
Gl(%) is the set of all invertibles from % (xx). 
The exponential expA [A E??I (%)I is defined by l+Ep”=,Ai/j!; its 
inverse is known to be exp( -A). 
The (restricted) logarithm of A E ‘53 (%) is defined, whenever 1 I (1 - A)P I I 
< 1 for some natural p, by 
* (l-A)i 
lnA= -CT. 
i=l 
It is known that the above series converge absolutely and that both explnA 
= A and In exp B = B as long as the left sides are defined and B is sufficiently 
small. 
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When we deal with geometric concepts, we restrict the scalars of % to 
real numbers, but multiplication by a complex scalar (Y is still a member of 
‘% (%); it will cause no considerable confusion if we denote it by the same 
symbol (Y. 
For a Hilbert space X, the Hilbert-Schmidt ideal HS(%) consists of 
those compact operators H E 3 (‘3C) for which H*H has a finite trace (the 
sum of eigenvalues, multiplicity counted), denoted 11 HI]&. HS( x) becomes a 
real Hilbert space if we define 
(H,K) = Re(trace(K*H)) = Re(trace(HK*)) 
= f(llH+KIl~s-IIH-KII~Hs). 
&(5X) will denote the set of all involutions from ?i3 (X), and for a 
T,, E & (%), we denote by & (%, TO) the similarity orbit of T,: 
&(%,I’,) = { VZ’V’:VEG~(%)}.. (3) 
We use only those concepts of differential geometry which are, to our 
opinion, necessary and notationally convenient to describe the manifold and 
its position in ‘% (%). The definitions are basically from [4], except the 
concept of a connection which we adopted from [l]. 
3. THE DIFFERENTIABLE STRUCTURE 
PROPOSITION 1, &(5X) is closed in Q(X), and for every TE&(%), 
&(%,T) is open and closed in &(3i). 
Proof. The map Ik T2 - 1 on 9 (%) is continuous, and &(%), being 
the preimage of 0 under it, is closed. If TO and Tl are not similar, then by 
what we mentioned in the introduction, ]I T,, - Tl II> 2. Hence the distance of 
& (%, T,,) from its complement in &(%) is > 2, and our conclusion follows. n 
REMARK 2. Not every A E% (5%) has a closed similarity orbit. For 
example, all maps on C2 with matrices 
0 c 
[ 1 0 0’ c # 0 (relative to a suitable basis), 
are similar, but their limit for c-+0 is not similar to them. 
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REMARK 3. If 3c is a Hilbert space, then the distance of two distinct 
similarity orbits in &( 5%) ’ p is recisely 2. Indeed, every symmetric involution 
has norm equal to 1, so that the distance between two of them is at most 2, 
and if they are not similar, also at least 2. It remains to show that every 
&(%, T) contains a symmetric element. We apply (2) to t = i, T,= T, 
Tl = T*, obtaining a well-defined symmetric involution 
J = f(T+~)[l-a(~-~*)2]-~‘~, 
since a (T- T*)’ is nonpositive and equals I- f (T+ p)2, so that the symme- 
try of J is guaranteed. 
REMARK 4. The trivial involutions 1 and - 1 are isolated points of 
&(%). (They are the only members of their respective orbits.) We shall 
exclude them from the following analysis, and later we will show that &(%) 
has no other isolated points. We also assume that dim 5X > 2 over complex 
scalars. 
PROPOSITION 2. For euey T,E&(%), the set &(%,T,,) i.s a regulurly 
embedded split submunijiold of (33 (Xx), modeled on the Banuch space 
OR = {HE~(%):T,H+HT,=~}. (4 
REMARK 5. An embedding is called regular if the subspace topology 
coincides with the submanifold topology, and being split means that %( TO) 
is complemented by a closed subspace in % (a) and for every T E $( %, TO), 
there exists a diffeomorphism y : V+ V, of a % (%)-neighborhood of T onto a 
neighborhood of 0 E ‘% (5%) and a corresponding local chart x such that the 
diagram 
comp,(Vn$(%T,)) 4 V 
\1 x ,J Y (5) 
V,rPlR(T,,) A V, 
commutes, i.e., yoj = joox, where j,jO are inclusions and camp, is the 
component which contains T. 
REMARK 6. The choice of “sn( TO) is naturally motivated: the map 
T t-+ T2 - 1, whose zeros constitute &(%), has Frechet differential at TO 
equal to HI+ T,H + HT,,. 
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Proof of Proposition 2. The mapping ( V, T)t+ VTV - ’ is a smooth action 
of Gl(%) on 3 (!?L), and the restricted action on &(%, To) is transitive by the 
very definition (3) of &(Xx, T,). H ence it will suffice to describe a typical 
chart at T, alone. To satisfy the diagram (5), we define an open convex 
%I (‘%)-neighborhood V, of 0 by 
V, = {B: ]]TJ?]] <ln2}, 
and an obviously smooth mapping 
y-‘:BW T,exp(T,B), B E V, 
with a formal inverse 
y:A ++ T,ln(T,,A). (6) 
To justify y, let A be in the range V of y-l, A = T,exp( T,B) for SOme 
B E V,. Then 
]]T,,A - 11) = ]]exp(If’aB) - 111 < exp)] T,,B]] - 1 < expln2 - 1 = 1; 
this makes y well defined and smooth on V, which in turn is open, is 
connected and contains TO. 
We claim that the restriction 
x = y/V n &(%,T,):A H TOIn (7) 
maps its domain onto V, n 9R( T,,). First, if T E V n &(%, To), then the 
membership of r(T) in a( TO) follows from 
T,r(T) + x(T)T, = Tlln(T,T) + TO-‘In(T,T)T,, 
= ln( TOT) + ln( TT,) = ln( T,,T) + ln[ (T,,T)-‘1 = 0. 
[A comment is due: if I] T,,T- l)( < 1, then for n-co, 
so that ln( ZT,,) is well defined.] 
On the other hand, if ll~V,n%(T,) then T= y-‘(H)E V is also in 
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$(%, T,), for HT,= - T,H implies 
y-‘(H) = T,-‘exp(~T,H)T,T,exp($ToN) = exp(~HT,)T,exp(+T,H) 
= exp(-~T,H)T,exp($T,H) E $(!X,T,), 
and evidently x(T) = y( 2’) = H. 
The connectedness of all neighborhoods under discussion makes the 
diagram (5) commute, and also guarantees the regularity of the embedding. 
The following lemma will establish, among other results, the existence of 
a complement of %( T,). 
LEMMA 1. The mapping 9 E 91(% (9X)) given by 
%H = T,H + HT,, 
has 0 as an isolated nondefective eigenvalue whose spectral pmjector [onto 
ker(%)-%(T,)] is 
$., : TT,,H = ; (H - T,HT,,). (8) 
A complement of %( T,) can therefore be chosen as ker( C?r,,), and it 
equals the cornmutant 
{T,}’ = {H:T,H-HT,=o}. 
Proof. Using Ti = 1, we iterate 9 to obtain 
‘??H = 2( H + T,HT,), 
C?3H = 4( T,H + HT,) = 4%H. 
The polynomial &-+X3-4h annihilates 9, whose spectrum is therefore 
contained in { - 2,0,2} and consists of nondefective eigenvalues. If 4 were 
invertible, then ‘3s =49 would imply 9 =4, that is, H = ToHTo for all 
HE% (%). Since T,= T&l, T, would commute with every H E %J (%); 
hence it would be a scalar multiple of 1 E % (96). We excluded this in 
Remark 4. 
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The polynomial p : Xwl - ah” vanishes at k 2, and p(O) = 1; hence p(F) 
is the spectral projector onto ker(F). Explicitly, 
T&H = H-$!FH = ;(H-T,HT,), 
as claimed. The condition H Eker(‘??rO) then reads H = To-‘HT,, and this 
means H E {T,,}‘. n 
This also concludes the proof of Proposition 2. n 
BEMARK 7. Incidentally, the commutator (L? :HeToH - HT,, dso satis- 
fies Cl?3 = 4~2, and the spectral projector onto range (e) is the same ??r, 
=L $2. 
BEMARK 8. Now we have enough material to show that a nontrivial 
involution T, is not an isolated point of &(%). Indeed, there exists a 
K E ?i3 (96) which does not commute with r,. Consequently, 9,K #O and 
dim 9lL( T,) > 1. 
The previous analysis could have been carried out in any noncommuta- 
tive Banach algebra @ instead of 3 (%); the central involutions (commuting 
with every element of &) would be the isolated points of the set of all 
involutions. 
BEMARK 9. The model space %(T,) can be visualized as follows: T,, 
induces a direct decomposition 5X = %+ @FL, where 56% is the fixed 
subspace of (2 T,). The matrix representations of T,, any H E 9lL( To) and 
any K E { T,}’ are 
[ :, -YIP [OH,, gH”] and [gK” OK,,], 
respectively. 92 ( T,) is then linearly homeomorphic to ‘% (%_ , %+ ) CI3 
33 (9X+, CC_.). If dim 5X = n < cc and dim FL+ = k, then over the complex 
scalars, dim9R(T0)=2k(n- k). 
4. TANGENT SPACES 
The tangent space of &(%, T,) at T as the space of tangency classes of 
smooth curves through T (see [4, IV.21) can be identified with the subspace 
a(T) of % (%) in a concrete manner. 
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In one direction, if (Y : ( - E, E)+% (5%) has values in &(%) only and 
a(O) = T, then 
a’(0) T + Ta’(0) = ( a2)‘(0) = 0 
I.e., 
a’(0) E “X(T). 
Conversely, if H E a(T), then (Y : tHTexp( tTH) gives a(t) E &(“X) for 
all t (just evaluate a’(t) using T= T _ ‘), a(0) = T, and a’(0) = H. 
5. THE SPECTRAL SUBMERSION 
This section brings more evidence that the choice of the projector Yr,, 
onto %( I’,) from (8) is appropriate with respect to the description of &(%) 
as the set of zeros of TH T2 - 1. 
In [3, Sec. 21, we called Q E%I (%) an approximate involution if I] Q” - 
lII< 1 and showed that 
f(Q) = Q(Q”)-t= Qexp{ -iln[l+(Q’-I)]) (9) 
is the involution 2E + - 1, where E + is the spectral projector of Q with 
respect to the right halfplane (Reh > 0). Note that Q has no spectrum on the 
imaginary axis. 
Another, rather elementary, fact: If T, and T, are commuting involutions 
and T,+ TI is invertible, then T,,= TI (cf. [3, Remark (c) below Theorem 11). 
This comes from the identity ToTI - TIT, = (T, + T1)( T, - T,). In particular, 
if IIT,-- Till <2 and T,,T, commute, then T,= TI, since (T,+ TJ2=4-(To- 
T,)’ is then invertible. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let T be a nontrivial involution in %I (9%). Then there 
existi an open ??I (‘%)-neighborhood V of T such that 
(1) the restriction fv = f 1 V [see(g)] maps V smoothly onto V n & (‘5%) 
and leaves V n & (Ex) fixed; 
(2) for evey Q E V,, the Frkchet derivative f;(Q) maps %I (%) onto 
x(fv(Q)), ad ‘t k a s ernel has a complement isomorphic to {f(Q)}‘; 
(3) fmallJEVn&(%), f;(J)=TJ; 
(4) the fibre f;‘(T)=Vn{T}‘. 
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Proof. The set V,,={Q:]]Q”-l]]<l} is open in ??I(%) and contains 
&(5X). The function f maps V, onto &(%) and leaves &(%) fixed; moreover, 
f is smooth, so that for T E &(%), then the set 
V = VT = VO n (0: IV(Q) - TII <2 and Ilf’(f(Q)) -f’(Q)11 cl> (10) 
is open in ??I (Xx) and contains T. 
(1): That fv( V) C V follows from (10) and from f(f( Q)) =f( Q), Also, 
$,(/gi C & (%) and fv leaves VII &(%) fixed, and hence maps onto VII 
(3): At every J E&(X), we can calculate, for K E 9 (5%) small enough to 
make J]JK+K./+K2]] <l, 
f(J+K) -f(J) = (J+K)(1+IK+KI+K2)-1’2-I 
= (I+K)[l-$(JK+KJ)] -.I+ 0(11~112) 
= #kuu) + o(ll~l12); 
hence f;(J) = TJ, since V is open and contains _I. 
(2): Part (3) gives f’(f(Q)) = qfcpp and differentiation of f(Q) = f( f( Q)) 
yields f’(Q) =f’( f( Q))f’( Q) = ‘2$(q) f’(Q). So far we see that f’(Q) maps 
%!I(%) into “X(f(Q)). 
Let us define 
Then S has a right inverse, namely the inclusion 1: % (f( Q)) c 9 (%), whose 
norm is 1 [since T and f(Q) are nontrivial]. For Q E V, the last condition in 
(10) reads ]JS- R II< 1; hence 
lll,(f(o)) - Wll = IISi - WI < IIS - RII * II ill < 1 
implies that (Rj) - ' exists. Evidently j(Rj) -' is a right inverse of R; hence the 
range off;(Q)=jR is all of 9R(f(Q)). 
The composition % = j(Rj)- 'R is a projector on ??I (xx) with the same 
range % (f(Q)) as that of TfCQ,. Therefore C$(o, 9% = ‘2%) %tfCcs, = (?f(o,, 
so (9% - 9&s = 0, and by [3, Theorem 11, TfcQ, is similar to 3; in 
particular they have isomorphic kernels, and ker R = ker 6% = kerf’( Q). 
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(4): If QEfi’(T), then QEV and TQ-QT=f(Q)Q-Of(Q)=O; 
hence Q E V n {I’}‘. Conversely, if TQ = QT and Q E V, then Tf(Q) = 
f(Q)T Butf(Q) IS an involution, and Q E V implies ] 1 f(Q) - T II< 2; by the 
remark preceding this proposition, we have fv( Q) = T, i.e., Q Ef; ‘( T). n 
COROLLARY. There exists an open neighborhood W of &(xX)\{ - 1, l} 
such that fw is a split submersion of W onto &(Y,). 
Proof. Take W=union{ Vr: T E&(x)\{ - 1, l}}. H 
REMARK 10. The structure of the fibres of fw is more intriguing than 
that of fv: there are nontrivial involutions different from T which commute 
with T, so that W n {T}’ need not be a subset of fG ‘( T). 
REMARK 11. We can rephrase an estimate (3) from [3] to express 
numerically the fact that if Q2 - 1 is small, then Q is close to &(%): if 
/IQ’--l]/=s<l, then 
If(Q) - QII G s”Q” 
vFS(1+VFS)’ 
REMARK 12. There are explicit expressions for the derivatives of f, but 
their utility is rather limited. If we note that 
f(Q) = - 1 + 2(27;i)-‘s,‘x- Q)-‘dh, 
where C is a Jordan curve surrounding the right halfplane part of the 
spectrum of Q, and that for every h E [Cl, the differential of QH(X - Q)-’ is 
H+(X-- Q)-’ H(h- Q)-‘, we obtain 
f’(Q)H = (ni)-‘Jc(h- Q) lH(A- Q)-‘dX, 
f”(Q)HK = (ni)-r/@-Q)-’ 
[H(A-Q)-‘K+K(X-Q)-‘H](X-Q)-‘dh, 
etc. 
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6. THE CONNECTION AND ITS GEODESICS 
A tangent vector field H on a & (!??C, TO)-neighborhood U of nontrivial 
involution TO is a smooth function U-+3 (%) such that for all T E U we 
have H(T) E x(T). Such a field can be extended to a field on a % (%)- 
neighborhood V of TO-for example, by Hof with f from the previous 
section. If K E % (Ex), we define 
H’K = (HO~)‘K 
(Frechet derivative on right side). 
Recall that a connection (H, K)bD,H is a function of two tangent 
vector fields whose value is again a tangent vector field; moreover, at every 
T E U, it is bilinear in H and K, and for smooth scalar functions cp, 4 on U it 
satisfies 
(linearity in K over functions), 
D&a)= (+'K)H+ +D,H 
(product rule in H). 
The torsion of D is (H,K)HD,H-D,K-(H’K-K’H). Note that in 
‘% (%) as a self-charted manifold, (H, K)F=H’K is a connection with zero 
torsion. Caution: The Poisson bracket in our notation becomes [K, H] = H’K 
- K’H (watch the order). 
PROPOSITION 4. On &(%, TO) (T,, nontrivial), the expression 
(Q&)(T) = q’,(H’(T)K(T)), T E &(xX, T’), 01) 
defines a connection with zero torsion. Explicitly, 
(D,H)(T) = H’(T)K(T)++T[K(T)H(T)+H(T)K(T)]. (12) 
Proof. The bilinearity of (12), linearity over functions in K and the 
product rule are verified mechanically, and so is the zero torsion property. It 
is clear from (11) that DK H is tangent, and it remains to show that (11) and 
(12) are equal. 
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From (8), we have (dropping the argument T where understood) 
TT(H’K) = +[H’K- T(H’K)T]; (13) 
the fact that H E ?%I,( T) can be written THT+ H =O, and differentiation 
along K yields 
KHT + T( H’K) T + THK + H’K = 0. 04) 
If we substitute for T(H’K) T from (14) into (13), we get 
CPY,(H’~) = H/K + ;(KHT+ THK), 
which implies (12), since K(HT)= K( - TH)= -(KT)H= TKH. n 
It is illuminating to describe the action of D on tangent vector fields 
along a smooth curve in & (%, To). F orsuchacurvea:(-.s,~)-+U,a(0)=T, 
and a tangent vector field H on U, we define Ha= HOLY, so that the 
derivative of H along cy at T,, is simply H:(O) = H’( T&x’(O). The value of the 
connection is then (Da, H,)(O) = Hi(O) + f T,(aH, + H,&)(O). 
A curve (Y through T, is called a geodesic of D if Dad = 0 on the domain 
of (Y. For D defined by (12) the resulting second order differential equation is 
a” + a(cq = 0. (15) 
PROPOSITION 5. ZfT,,E&(%)\{-l,l} and ifH,E%(T,,), H,#O, then 
the unique solution of (15) with initial conditions a(O) = T, and a’(0) = H, is 
a(t) = exp(itH,T,)T,,exp(-itH,T,,) 
E exp( tH,T,) T, E T,,exp( tT,H,,). (16) 
Moreouer, if (1 T,T, - 111 < 1 and TI E & (%), then there exists a geodesic 
through both T, and TI of the form (16) where 
a(l) = T,, H, = T,ln( TOT,). (17) 
Proof. Substituting (16) into (Y” + a((~‘)~ will yield zero if we repeatedly 
use ToHo + HoTo = 0, Ti = 1 and consequences thereof, such as H,exp( tT,,HJ 
= exp( - tT,H,,) H, and T,exp( tT,H,) = exp( - tT,H,) T,. The initial condi- 
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tions are even easier to verify, and the uniqueness of (16) as a solution of (15) 
follows from a general uniqueness theorem. The validity of (17) is also 
verified directly. n 
REMARK 13. Comparison of (7) with (17) shows that the charts x from 
(7) are normal geodesic charts: the geodesic arcs in V n & (5%) To) through T, 
are mapped onto straight line segments through 0 in 9lL( T,). Also, (1) is 
easily seen to be equivalent to (16) through H, =BiWTa. 
REMARK 14. A construction of ln(T,T,) under different and often more 
relaxed conditions than )I T,T, - 11) < 1 is described in the proof of Theorem 
1 in [3]; it is sufficient there that the spectrum of a( Ti - T,,)’ do not separate 
1 from co. In particular, it is sufficient that 11 To - Tl 11 < 2. 
REMARK 15. Given a connection D, its curvature at tangent vector 
fields H, K is 
R(HJ) = DJ& - I&Q, - I&K]. 
For our D from (12), we can calculate (it takes about one page) 
where L is any tangent vector field. 
7. THE RIEMANNIAN CASE 
So far we have been dealing with a Banach structure on %--or better, a 
“Banachable” structure, for the transition to another norm on %, equivalent 
to the original one, may change the shape of neighborhoods under discussion 
but leaves the connection (12) and the geodesics (16) unaltered. 
To study the problem of geodesics in a Riemanman setting, we restrict 
ourselves to Hilbert spaces, symmetric involutions and their perturbations of 
the Hilbert-Schmidt type. 
For a symmetric involution T, on a Hilbert space X, we define 
$&(X,To)={TE~((X):T-T,EHS(X), Tunitarilyequivalent to T,}. We 
observe that if Ti E j&(X, T,) and ]I Ti - To]] < 2 (in operator norm), then 
TOT, is unitary, so that 
ln(T,T,) = ln[l+ T&T,- To)] 
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is skew-symmetric and in HS(X). On the other hand, if K EHS(‘X;) is 
skew-symmetric then [expK] Ta[exp( - K)] E $$,(X, T,), since 
exp(-tK) - 1= (?K)z @%HS(X), 
i=c (i+V 
= (expK-l)Taexp(-K)+ T,[exp(-K)-11. 
Accordingly, the description of $&(X, T,,) as a manifold requires the 
following changes: The model space will be 
!?R&(T,) = %(T’,) nHS(X) n {H:H*=H}, 
since H E 9lL( To) is symmetric if and only if HT,,=BK (see above) is 
skew-symmetric (an easy exercise). ?IT&(T,) is equipped with the Hilbert- 
Schmidt scalar product, and the orthoprojector from HS(X) onto %&,( T,J 
is 
Note that ??r, preserves symmetry, since TToH* = (TToH)*. The deriva- 
tive H’K for tangent vector fields H, K on $&(x, T,) is also symmetric; 
hence the notation of Sec. 6 requires no change, and (16) is the general form 
of geodesic. 
Moreover, (12) is a Ftiemannian connection induced by (H, K)+H’K on 
$&(X, I/‘,) and by the Hilbert-Schmidt metric on T,+ HS(X). Consequently, 
the geodesics are locally minimal curves. 
The HS norm is unitarily invariant; therefore the length of a geodesic 
from T, to T, with IIT,-- T,/I <2 is 
since a’(t) = H,exp( tT,,H,). 
For the corresponding projectors Ei= $(l+ 7J i=O, 1, the arc length 
between E, and E, is 11 WI\,,, in agreement with W being called the 
oriented operator angle between the ranges of E, and E,. 
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PROPOSITION 6. ZfT&j&(X,T,) and ]]I’,-T,J<2, then the path (1) 
i.s the shortest path from TO to Tl within j&(X, TO). 
Proof. The relations [see (IS)] 
Tl = T,exp( To&,), Ho E unt”,s(To) 
are necessary for the geodesic (Y to satisfy a(0) = TO, a(l) = Tl. The arc length 
being II%llus~ we minimize it by taking TOHo to be the principal value of the 
logarithm applied to TOT,; but this is exactly the choice taken in (1) with 
H,,=BiWT,. n 
8. REMARKS AND COUNTEREXAMPLES ON OBLIQUE INVOLU- 
TIONS 
Dropping the symmetry requirement but keeping the perturbations of TO 
restricted to HS(‘3C) gives rise to another manifold 
%d~Ji) = &(x&) n [ T,+HS(X)] 
with tangent spaces %us ( T) = % ( T) n HS( x). 
In principle, we can describe the induced Riemannian 
&,,( x, T,,) using the (always existing) orthoprojectors of _ _ 
structure on 
HS(‘SC) onto 
9Rn, (T). Unfortunately, this approach does not seem to lead to equations as 
elegant as (15) and (16). 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 1. Intuition would suggest that separately rotating 
the fixed subspaces of + TO into those of * T,, respectively, would lead to a 
shortest path from TO to Tl within &Hs(X, TO). To refute this, consider a 
Hilbert space X = X, 63 X_ and two involutions represented by 
where BC=O, CB = 0, but B #O, CZO. (This implies that dim %+ > 2, 
dim X_ > 2). 
The straight line segment 
2tB 
I -1 ’ 
o<t<1, 
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consists of involutions and is evidently the unique shortest path in 
&Hs( X, T,), provided B and C are of Hilbert-Schmidt type. The description 
of the idea of separate rotations ?t is a little involved. For A > 0 and 0 < t < 1, 
the function #: 
h(A) = * tan(tarctanVX ) (h>O), h(O) = t, 
is well defined and continuously differentiable; we will need 
After direct but tedious computations, we find 
- [ 
1 
Tt = 2c~t(c*c) 
2k(BB*)B 
* - 1 1 
a(0) = 1. 
To show that these paths may be different, we compare their derivatives 
at t = 0. Evidently, 
Tic, =[ ic ;“I> 
while 
i;,‘=, = I 0 2a(BB*)B 2ca(C*c) 1 0 ’ 
and they need not even be parallel if, for example, X, =X_ = C3 and 
B=diag{2,1,0}, C=diag{O,O,l}. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 2. It is not true that two similar involutions can be 
joined with a geodesic (16), even if they lie on an analytic curve within 
&(W. 
Consider the curve in &(C”) 
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By Remark 9, a tangent vector at T,, has the form 
Hz0 a 
0 
[ 1 P 0 
with complex cr, /3, 
and a necessary condition for a geodesic arc (16) 
ToTI = exp( ToHo). Using power series, we calculate 
exp( ToHo) = 1 Y(4) 44 = -1 -P4@) Y(4 1 [ 0 
to reach Tr at t = 1 is 
4 
-1 1 = TOT,, 
where y,a are the entire functions which extend z~cosfi and at+ 
(sinfi )/ fi , respectively, from z > 0 to z E C. The condition y( a/?) = - 1 
means aP = (2k + l)‘?r’ (k integer), but then a( c$) =O, contrary to au(@) = 
4. We conclude that Ho does not exist. 
Higher dimensional examples can be constructed by a direct sum of the 
above with identity. 
Observe that, at the same time, the domain of every geodesic (16) is all of 
(-c%=)). 
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